
If you want to save money, save the environment, heat and cool your home, 
generate your own electricity, and have the latest solar technology then – 
More Power to You.

The Power of More Savings
An Echo solar system generates twice(1) as much energy as a basic solar 
electric (“PV”) system and will save you more money.

The Power to Make a Difference
Solar energy is good. Echo makes it even better by allowing you to meet 
much more of your home’s energy needs.

Learn More

Learn More
Echo© comes with a web-based User Interface so you 
can see how your system is performing. 

(1) See citation

Just like a website, you can click 
through this document!

Get started . . .
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The Most Complete Solar Energy Solution
Echo© represents a revolution in solar technology. Most solar energy systems today use basic 
solar “PV” technology. They convert sunlight directly into the electricity that you use to light your 
home, or power your appliances. But what you might not know is that basic solar PV systems 
only capture about 15% of the sun’s energy. The remaining energy, mostly in the form of heat or 
thermal energy, remains untapped.

An Echo solar system captures more of this untapped energy. In fact, it harnesses over 50% of 
the sun’s energy. And as a result, it allows you to do a whole lot more. In addition to producing 
electricity, it will provide hot water (one of the biggest energy usages in most homes) plus help 
heat and cool your home.
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Turbo-Charge Your Solar System
Basic solar PV panels draw energy only from a narrow spectrum of the sun’s energy 
to create electricity. The remaining energy, which is mostly in the form of heat, remains 
unused. The simple but powerful idea behind Echo© is to capture a much wider spectrum 
of the sun’s energy – to utilize those same solar PV panels to generate both 
electricity and heat.

Because Echo uses the same PV panel to generate both electrical and thermal (heat) 
energy, it’s more efficient. Echo transforms a 15% efficient basic solar PV panel into a 
50% efficient panel. It’s like turbo-charging your solar energy system.
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More Power to You
If you’ve been waiting for the right moment to get a solar energy system, your time has come. 
Echo© is the most powerful solar energy system available today. It generates twice(1) as 
much energy as a basic solar electric PV system.
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Satisfy more of your home’s 
energy needs.
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Echo Delivers 2X Energy To Save Significantly More $ Money
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Solar Energy is Good. Echo Makes it Even Better.
Because Echo© generates much more energy than a basic PV system, it significantly increases the benefits of solar energy.

Your home
By delivering even more of your home’s 
energy needs through environmentally 
friendly solar power, Echo helps you 
and your family significantly reduce your 
environmental footprint.

Your country
More energy generated domestically  
means less reliance on foreign sources  
of energy. That’s something we can all  
feel more comfortable about.

Your planet
Many people feel that solar energy is  
the way of the future. Echo gets you to  
the future faster by offering the most  
efficient solar electric system available.



Information at Your Fingertips
Every Echo© solar system comes with a web-based User Interface so you can see how your 
system is performing. Simple color graphics and easy-to-understand charts allow you to view 
every aspect of the system’s operation, at a glance. You can set system controls, such as energy 
saving functions, from your computer. There’s even a free iPhone app that lets you monitor and 
control your system remotely. 

cLick here to see the perforMance of a reaL systeM

http://demo.echosolar.com/login.aspx?mode=demo


Echo’s Sleek Design Integrates Seamlessly With Your Home 
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  Citations
(1) Modeled performance from a 2115 watt STC DC array, offsetting gas water heating, Sacramento CA, 

2500 square foot home, HERS rating 75. EchoFirst Inc. cannot guarantee performance results. 
Our energy performance estimates are based upon specific solar array configurations, facing due 
south, with a single row of solar thermal modules at the top of the array. The estimate of performance 
is a modeled forecast which uses a simulation tool called TRNSYSV16. While TRNSYS is used by 
some of the most trusted names in energy (including the California Energy Commission, the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratories, and the Solar Ratings & Certification Corporation), actual energy 
generation from the solar system will vary depending upon a number of factors, including weather, 
third-party products used in connection with the Echo solar system, shading of the solar array, soiling 
of the solar array, and the actual usage and timing of usage of thermal energy within the home.

(2) Modeled financial performance from 2115 STC DC watt peak solar arrays, offsetting gas water 
heating, Sacramento CA, 2500 square foot home, HERS rating 75, using PG&E January 2010 utility 
tariff data, and thermal load assumptions. EchoFirst Inc. cannot guarantee financial results. 
Our financial performance estimates are based upon our best estimate of the energy generation 
performance of the specific solar system(s) and specific conditions current at the time of calculation. 
Actual savings may vary with changes in any one of 1) the performance of the solar system, 2) your 
usage of energy in the home, and 3) changes in the cost of the energy the system offsets. 




